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Abstract:
This paper presents an analytical method for calculating the maximum deflection of a rectangular
cantilever beam subjected to blast loading. The method is based on the modified Galerkin method and
uses a nonlinear stress-strain relation together with the nonlinear geometry changes of large deflection
motion.

The paper also presents a method whereby the approximate solution can be improved. By variation of
the shape functions used the corresponding equation residuals are studied. A preferred or "better
residual" is defined and then used to select the shape function which best satisfies the governing
equation of motion.

Results show that a one term Galerkin solution gives satisfactory accuracy. Both the linearized and
nonlinear beam equations are solved. Residual properties of both the linear and nonlinear problems are
found to be identical. This suggests first solving the linearized version of a physical system by this
method and using the shape functions which give good results in the linear case to solve the nonlinear
version.

The investigation revealed that combining shape functions resulted in an averaging of their residuals
which can be used to good advantage when attempting to reduce equation residuals. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an analytical method for calculating the 
maximum deflection of a rectangular cantilever beam subjected to blast 
loading. The method is based on the modified Galerkin method and uses 
a nonlinear stress-strain relation together with the nonlinear geometry 
changes of large deflection motion.

The paper also presents a method whereby the approximate solution 
can be improved. By variation of the shape functions used the corres
ponding equation residuals are studied. A preferred or "better residual" 
is defined and then used to select the shape function which best satis
fies the governing equation of motion.

Results show that a one term Galerkin solution gives satisfactory 
accuracy. Both the linearized and nonlinear beam equations are solved. 
Residual properties of both the linear and nonlinear problems are found 
to be identical. This suggests first solving the linearized version of 
a physical system by this method and using the shape functions which 
give good results in the linear case to solve the nonlinear version.
The investigation revealed that combining shape functions resulted in 
an averaging of their residuals which can be used to good advantage 
when attempting to reduce equation residuals.



CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

The classical linearized theory of beam deflections is known well 

and has been used extensively with good results in some engineering 

problems encountered in the past. This theory is based on the restric

tive assumptions of small deflections and a linear stress-strain re

nonlinear aspects of beam motion but still only approach the general 

form of the equation of motion as developed by Eringen Another 

popular approach used in the past has been the Rigid-Plastic ■

theory, but in most cases it is again restricted to small or moderately 

large deflections. The literature presently available to the author 

suggests a need to investigate more of the nonlinear terms involved in 

the general governing equations.

The purpose of this paper is to present an approximate method of 

solution for the large deflection motion of a blast loaded rectangular 

cantilever beam. Fewer restrictive assumptions have been made in the 

derivation of an equation of motion which is a better approximation to 

the general form. An inverse tangent function was used to approximate 

a true stress-strain relation. An approximate solution for the maximum 

deflection is obtained by the modified Galerkin' method. This method 

involves choosing deflection shape functions which reduce the continuous 

system to one of a finite number of degrees of freedom. The difficulty

lation. Both assumptions eliminate highly nonlinear terms from the 

governing equations of motion. Previous works | 1,2 | have included some

I Numbers in brackets refer to literature consulted.
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of solving nonlinear equations led to a one term solution of the 

motion. A procedure to improve the approximate solution by mode shape 

variation is then described and evaluated. To aid this study the 

method is applied first to the classical beam equation using the cor

responding exact eigenfunctions with variation. The results of mode 

shape variation in the linear case are studied, then the same technique 

is used on the nonlinear equation of motion* In this case the deflec

tion shape of the nonlinear motion

that of the linearized beam.



CHAPTER II: SOLUTION METHOD

2.1 The GaIerkin Method as a Weighted Residual Method

Many physical problems encountered in engineering, such as the 

large deflections of a beam, lead to nonlinear mathematical models.

The present methods available do not provide exact solutions in such 

cases. The engineer, quite practically, turns to methods which yield 

approximate solutions. The method of weighted residuals 10 , of which 

the Galerkin method is one type, is such a method. The method involves 

assuming a particular form of the solution which is a sum of products 

of space and time functions. The.space or shape functions are known 

from assumptions made through experience and intuition in most cases. 

Nonlinear problems make the choice of shape functions much more diffi

cult. The time functions are unknown. The assumed solution, being 

inexact, will not satisfy the system model but will yield an error 

termed the equation residual and/or boundary residuals. These residuals 

are weighted in different fashions resulting in differential equations . 

to be solved for the time functions.

The accuracy of the resulting approximate solution depends on 

the accuracy of the chosen shape functions. Finlayson and Scriven JjLO 
point out the difficulties involved and the scant knowledge available

on convergence, especially in a nonlinear problem. Crandl tacitly

assumed that convergence occurs with an increasing number of terms in

the assumed solution.
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Consider the mathematical model in two independent variables 

for y (x,t):
\ 2.

NFy(X3I)I - = O for x in V3 t > O (Eq. l)
j H

where N^yJ■denotes a general differential operator involving spacial 

derivatives of y in the three dimensional domain V with boundary S3 
and t represents time.

The inital and boundary conditions are: 

y(x30) = y0(x) for x in V

y(x3t) = f (x3t ) for x on S (Eq. 2)S

A trial solution is assumed of the form:
n '

y*(x3t) = yg (x3t) + Y  Cfc) GU (x) (Eq. 3)
i=l

where y (x3t )■satisfies all the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions s -
and Gu(x) satisfies all homogeneous boundary conditions; i.e.3

y s = fs
for x on S

= O (Eq. 4)

Substitution of the assumed solution Equation (3) into the 

governing Equation (l) yields the equation residual:

RjV*(x3t) = N(y*) - ^ y *
^t2

(Eq. 5)
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The residual is a measure of the exactness of the assumed solu

tion. When the assumed solution is the exact solution, the residual 

will be identically zero throughout the domain V. It is a premise of 

this paper that the magnitude and distribution of the residual can be 

used to judge the merit of the assumed solution.

The next step in the procedure is an approximation to the ideal 

case of a zero residual. The weighted integrals of the residual are 

set equal to zero over the domain of interest:

I w. R(y ) dV = 0 d,2,3)*««;n (Eq. 6)

where the W. are prescribed weighting functions and can be chosen in 
D

several different ways j\oJ. Each criterion for choosing the weighting 

functions corresponds to a particular weighted residual method. The 

Galerkin method uses the chosen space modes as weighting functions;

j R(y*) dV = 0 j — 1 j2,3>...,n (Eq. 7)

Equations (7) represent a system of n ordinary second order 

differential equations in time for the time modes q^(t). They may be 

linear or nonlinear, coupled or uncoupled, depending on the spacial 

operator N(y) and the orthogonality of the space modes with respect to 

the residual. The original initial conditions are imposed on the 

q^(t), term by term, thus completing the approximate solution, Equa

tion 3«
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2.2 The Modified Galerkin Method

The modified Galerkin method is nearly identical to the Galerkin

method. As discussed by Anderson it is used for problems which

present great difficulty in choosing shape functions which satisfy all 

boundary conditions. The modified Galerkin method permits the use of 

functions which satisfy only the displacement boundary conditions. As 

an example, let y(x,t) represent the nonlinear large deflection motion 

of a cantilever beam fixed at x = 0 and free at x = L. The displace

ment boundary conditions at the wall are:

y(0,t) = 0 (zero displacement)

^y(Ojt) = 0 (zero slope) (Eg.. 8)
J x

which can be easily satisfied. The force boundary conditions of zero 

moment and shear at the free end are very difficult to satisfy since 

these expressions are highly nonlinear. Using space modes (x) which 

satisfy only the displacement boundary conditions will result in errors 

in force at the free end termed boundary residuals. The modified 

Galerkin method includes the boundary errors in the weighted residual 

condition. Equation (7):

I  R(y*) dV + Em  + Ey 9. = 0 J =  1,2,3,...,n (Eq. 9)

where Em  and Ev are the moment and shear force errors at the free end.
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^ . and 9 are weighting terms usually chosen as a rotation and dis- J U
placement of the free end in the j space mode. Equations (9) simi 
larly result in n differential equations in the time modes q^.



CHAPTER III: FORMULATION OF SYSTEM MODELS

3»1 The Blast Loaded Linear Beam

The derivation of the linearized equation of motion of a canti

lever beam is well known and is presented here only for easy comparison 

with that of the nonlinear large deflection equation of motion.

y(x,t)

I-a

II ,  . .l-/Li dx y

1-b

Figure I. Linear Beam Deflection and Elemental Forces

Referring to Figure I, it is assumed that there exists a neutral 

plane at the beam center, initially on the x-axis, which does not de

flect longitudinally. Neglecting shear deformation and assuming that 

cross-sectional planes remain plane, let y(x,t) represent the motion of 

the neutral plane. The beam is fixed at x = 0 and free at x = L. The 

ex-temal loading is represented by w(lbs/in). Referring to the free 

body diagram (Figure 1-b) of a beam element of length dx, we can write 

the equation of motion from a Newtonian force balance in the y direction:
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External Forces - Inertia Force = 0

v \2
w dx + V - (V + dx) - ,u dx = 0

()tc

iv . J%
or:

where V = Shear Force (psi)

fX = Linear Beam Density (ibsm/in) 

t = Time (sec)

Summing moments and neglecting rotational inertia yields:

(Eg.. 10)

■if - V
where M  = Internal Moment (in-Ihs).

(Eg. 11)

Substituting Eguation (ll) into Equation (10):

^ 2M
<)x2 H 2

(Eg. 12)

Note that it was assumed that geometry changes do not effect the direc

tion of forces. 'Assuming a linear stress-strain relation and small

deflection, from elementary beam theory we have:

tan (j) ~  <()

and (Eg. 13)
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where (j) = Deflection Angle at x (Radians)

I = Cross-Sectional Area Moment of Inertia 

E = Constant Modulus of Elasticity (psi)

Substituting Equation (13) into Equation (12) results in the final 

equation of motion

\4 »2
w(x,t) - EI — ^  - H ---1 = 0 (Eq. 14)

An exponential function is used to describe the pressure loading 

caused by the blast shock wave as presented in ^14^.

P(psi)
Rnax = Maximum Blast Pressure (psi) 

0 = Blast Decay Constant (sec
Pmax ..

Actual

t (sec)

Figure 2. Blast Load Approximation
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Note that we have assumed that the "blast pressure is independent of x. 

The external loading function is now:

w(t) = D  Emax e ^  (Tbsf/in)

where D = Beam Width (in.). The governing equation of motion becomes:

{ a  e " ^  - EI = O (Eq. 15)

where a = D Bnax.

3.1.2 Exact Solution of the Linear Beam Motion

The linear mathematical model describing the beam motion due to 

blast loading is a nonhomogeneous, inital-boundary value problem:

governing
equation:

a e-j8t

Boundary Conditions:

y (Ojt) = O (zero displacement at wall) B.C. (l)

^y(Ost)
bx O (zero slope at wall) B.C. (2)

—  = O (zero moment at free end) B.C. (3)
a 2

^y(L,t)
3

O (zero shear at free end) B.C. (4)
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The solution is assumed to be a sum of a homogeneous part and a 

particular part:

y(x,t) = yH (x,t) + yp'(x,t) (Eq.. 16)

The particular part has the form

yp (x,t) = J (x) (Eq. 17)

where (j) (x) is an unknown function of x.

We next impose the conditions that y^ satisfies the homogeneousn
equation of motion and yp satisfies the nonhomogeneous equation of 

motion. Substituting the particular solution Equation (17) into Equa

tion (15)» applying the appropriate transformed boundary conditions and 
De Moivre1 s theorem for the extraction of roots, results in:

yp (x,t) = I e€X (D1 Sin £x + Dp Cos Ex) + e (D^ Sin Ex + D^ Cos Ex)

where

+ - % }  •

f (r)i/k

and the constants Dp , Dp , D^, and are found from the boundary 

conditions on ^ (x):

^ (O) = (O) = | (L) + I (L) = 0
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The technique of separation of variables is used to obtain the 

homogeneous solution presented by Wylie [l^Js

and

= I Xn (x) Tn (t)n=l.

X (x) = (Cos z + Cosh z )(Sin T x  - Sinh Zf x)

(Sin Zq  + Sinh Zq )(Cos ^ nX - Cosh 2Tnx) (Eq. 17a)

Tn (t) = En Sin o^t + Fq  Cos k^t

where the zn are the roots to the frequency equation:

Cos z Cosh z = - l

2
and %  = /

EI I [n
U V L (natural frequencies)

ifn 4 /  *
.. EI
'.y'1

Application of initial conditions gives the coefficients E

and F

j:$ (x) Xn (x) dx

fL Xn '(Eq. 17b)
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j8 Fr

%
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thus resulting in the complete solution
CO

y(x,t) = Z  X (x) T (x) + § (x)
n=l n n

3.2 Equation of Motion for Large Deflections of a Blast Loaded

Cantilever Beam

Referring to Figure 3, the effect of geometry changes due to 

large deflections will now be included. Unlike the general form of the 

equations of motion developed by Eringen normal elemental forces

are neglected and a nonlinear stress-strain relation is used. Cross- 

sectional planes are assumed to remain plane. Again let y(x,t) repre

sent the motion of the neutral plane of a beam fixed at x = 0 and free 
at x = L, neglecting shear deformation and longitudinal deflection. 

Since the duration of the blast load is very short it is assumed that 

geometry changes do not affect the direction of the pressure force. 

Results justified this. End deflections of only (.01)L occurred after 

a 99f0 decay of the pressure function.

Consider the forces on the. beam element, of length A x  in the 

deformed position. Summing forces in the positive y direction we get:

V Cos $ + w/\,x - ("V + v^-Ax) Cos ((J) + A x )  - /iAx D l
A* ^ 2

(Eq. 18)
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where: V = Total Shear Force (psi)

(J) = Deflection Angle at x (radians) 

w = Loading Function, W  = O' (ibsf/in)

= Linear Beam Density (ibsm/in) 

t = Time (sec)

M = Internal Moment (in-lbs)

Summing moments about the right face, using counterclockwise as posi

tive, and neglecting the effect of rotational inertia, we get:

M + V A x  Cos <!> + V A y  Sin (j) + (wA%) 4 ^  - (M + A x )  = 0

rearranging,

„  ̂M
^x

therefore 9 V 
dx

Cos (J)

- 4 ?  4 4  Sin ^ Cos (J)^x

Substitution of Equations (19) and (20) into (l8) gives the 
governing equation of motion in terms of the displacement y and the 

internal moment M:

(Eq. 19) 

(Eq. 20)

(t) 4 C°s2  ̂ 44 Sin 2  ̂} - V  "^ 2 . = °

(Eq. 21)

Note that neglecting the rotational inertia force enabled elimination 

of the shear force from Equation (l8).
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V + —r-

Cross Section

Neutral
Axis

Figure 3» Large Beam Deflection and Elemental Forces

It is now desirable to eliminate the internal moment M from 

Equation (21). To accomplish this, a relation between the moment and 

displacement is needed. Referring to Figure 4, we begin by defining 

the strain ( € ) of a longitudinal fiber at a distance z from the neutral 

plane. From the definition of the neutral plane and assuming symmetri

cal deformation about it, it can be seen that

€ (x,z) zd(l)
dx (in/in) (Eq. 22)
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which conforms to the popular sign convention of positive for tension 

and negative for compression.

Figure 4. Fiber Deformation Defining Strain.

The true stress-strain relation of a material (shown in Figure 8) 

can be approximated by the relation

0" = ^ tan*1 (a ) (psi) (Eq. 23)

where (T = stress (psi),
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and a and b are constants which are selected for best fit. The in

ternal moment can now be defined

J* O  zdz = J" tan 1 (a £ ) zdz
- C

Integrating Equation (24) results in 

M = g  ^ c2 tan a<j) c + (tan ^ 

where (j) = Deflection Angle
I

^  = d<t>/3 x

(Eq. 24)

(Eq. 25)

Differentiation of Equation (25) gives the necessary relations to 

eliminate the internal moment from Equation (21):

3 M  _ 2D$"
dx a S

(Eq. 26)

and

^2M 2D
Jx2 = a2b

2 ■
(|) [3(1 + a2 '̂ c2 ) tan"1 (a^'c) - 3a<t> c

-2(a0'c)3]/0/ (I + a2(j)'2c2 ) ■

(Eq. 27)
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The final elimination to obtain an equation of motion only in terms of 

the displacement is to define the deflection angle (J) as:

Substitution of Equations (26), (2?), and (28) into Equation .(21)

ment y only, which for brevity is not written here. Needless to say, 

the complete equation of motion is highly nonlinear, thus an approxi

mate solution is the most reasonable approach.

To complete the nonlinear mathematical model, the initial and 

boundary conditions are defined as:

(J) = tan'1 4 ? (Eq. 28)

gives the final governing equation of motion in terms of the displace-

Initial Conditions:

y(x,o) = o (zero initial displacement) I.C. (l)

(zero initial velocity) I.C. (2)

Boundary Conditions:

y(o,t) = o (zero displacement at wall) B.C. (l)

3y(o,t)
3 x (zero slope at wall) B.C. (2)

M(L,t) = 0 = I c tan

(zero moment at free end) B . C. (3)
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(zero shear at free end) B.C. (4)

Note the complexity of the moment and shear relations compared

conditions are difficult to find, hence the modified Galerkin method 

was used. It was found that the static deflection shape of a linear

ized cantilever beam with a constant loading function did satisfy all 

boundary conditions. Further investigation showed that the condition 

for satisfying B.C. (3) and B.C. (4) was:

with that of the linear case. Shape functions which satisfy these



CHAPTER IV: APPLICATION OF THE MODIFIED GALERKIN METHOD

AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE.

4.1 The Modified Galerkin Method Applied to the Linearized Problem.

A one term Galerkin solution of the linearized beam problem was 

studied so that comparison of the results to the exact solution could 

be made. The availability of an exact solution gave a foundation for 

evaluation of the method itself and the mode shape variation technique 

to be presented. We begin by restating the initial-boundary value 

problem which models the motion of the beam.

Equation of motion:
&

‘ S  o. >4 \2
a e'ft - EI - H -Z-Z = 0 (Eq. 15)

dx 3 1

Initial conditions:

y(x,0) = 0

3y(x,o) _ o at

I.C. (I) 

I.C. (2)

Boundary conditions:

y(0,t) = 0

3y(o,t) _ 0

B.C. (I) 

B.C. (2)
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3 y(L,t)
bx2

B.C. (3)

BI = o B.C. (4)

First, a form of the solution is assumed corresponding to Equa

tion (3) of Chapter II. Since the boundary conditions are all homo

geneous, yg is zero. As was shown in Chapter II, the final step in 

the process. Equation (9), is the solution of a system of differential 
equations in q^(t). A two term solution in the nonlinear case would 

result in two coupled nonlinear equations in q^ and q^. The difficulty 

of solving such a system of equations led to using a one term approxi

mation which was used in both the linear and nonlinear cases.

y*(x,t) = q(t) 9 (x) (Eq. 29)

As can be seen from the linear boundary conditions, selection of shape 

functions which satisfy all of them can be made with relative ease. 

Again, to aid the linear-nonlinear comparison, mode shapes satisfying 

only the displacement boundary conditions were used.

Substitution of Equation (29) into Equation (15) results in the 

equation residual:

\4 *
R(x,t) = a - El.---ff-

^x 4
-  /-*

H 2
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or R(x,t) =
A4- Vtt

O' e p - EI q 9 - /i q 9 (Eq. 30)

where
.2

q = 5_a 
dt

«nd 9"" . ^  
dx

Figure 5» Boundary Residuals

Referring to Figure 5» consider a beam element at x = L. Since 

the shape function 9(x) does not satisfy the force boundary conditions 

of zero moment and shear at x = L, there will be boundary residuals. 

Summing forces on the end element, using the same sign convention as 

used in deriving the equation of motion, we have

eM M(y*)x=L - 0
dxc

EI q Ot (Eq. 3 D
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= EI q 9tJj (Eq. 32)

Note that each term in the equation of motion and the boundary- 

conditions are in units of force. The residuals can then be thought 

of as errors in force. . The first term in the equation residual. 

Equation (30), is an inertial force error.

The second term is an -error force related to internal beam forces*

.from a virtual displacement of the coordinate q; i.e.,

6y = 6<1 ’ 9
L

and £  Wt = J  R(x,t) 5 y dx + E (̂-6 <|0 + Ey 6 y = 0 (Eq. 35
0

corresponding to the principle of virtual work. Another interpreta

tion of Equation (35) is that it is a condition which distributes the 
error over the domain of interest (01 x I L). Note the weighting 

terms for the boundary residuals. The moment error is weighted by the

Ejz = -Al q 9 (Eq. 33)

Iltt
Ejp - -EI q 9 (Eq. 34)

The weighted residual condition. Equation (9), can be inter

preted as the total virtual work (A WT ) of the error forces resulting
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re suiting virtual rotation at x = L. Considering positive virtual 

work:

- 6 (j) = - § - ©L (Eq. 35a)

and the shear error is weighted by the virtual displacement at x = L; 

both terms having units of work.

The weighted residual condition, Equation (35), then leads to a 

second order differential equation in the unknown q(t),

I Q dx V q + J tTtl 11 I I 11
EI I 9 9 dx + EI 9l  Ol - EI 9l .Ol  ̂q

'9 "dx > a erfib (Eq. 36)

where

/M = I 9 dx 
0

(Eq. 37)

is the generalized mass term in the q coordinate system.

and

K = EI / 11 I I 11

6 0 + 9L 9L - 9L 9L (Eq. 38)

is the generalized stiffness.
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. The differential equation in q has the form:

M q + K q = A e”^  (Eq. 39)

where
L

A = a I 9 dx 
0

Solution of Equation (39) with the initial conditions

q(0) = 0

dq(O) =0 
dt

completes the approximate solution of the motion

y*(x,t) = q(t) 9 (x)

4.2 Linear Beam Computer Program

Fortran IV-H level computer programs for the linear and non

linear problems were written to aid the analysis. An incremental 

plotter was used to plot equation residuals for evaluation of mode 

shape variations. Listings of the plotting routines are not included. 

The plotting routines were based on an XDS Sigma VII machine language 

character generator which undoubtedly would not be compatible with 

other machines. Plot data is array stored before plotting, allowing 

easy insertion of compatible plot statements.
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The necessary input is read in by statements 200 and 206 (see 

Appendix A). The program was designed for ease of mode shape changes. 

Statement functions were used to define the mode shape and its first 

four derivatives. Changing the mode shape requires changing only 

statements 51 through 59» Shape functions normalized to I at x = L 

were used, thus q(t) and q(t) represents the displacement and velocity 

of the free end. Integrations were performed by Simpson's l/3 rule 

jjlVj • Refer to Appendix A for more detail on the linear program.

Referring to Equation (36), the program first performs the 
necessary integrations for M, K, and A. Note that the first term in 

(Kq) represents the virtual work of internal error forces (Wl):

p  IMI

W I (q) =' J (El 9 q 9)<3x (Eq. 40)

The integrand of WI is a weighted internal force residual

IM t

FYY(q,x) = (El 9 9)q = K^q (Eq. 4l)

The remaining two terms are the virtual work of boundary force errors:

tt »
W M (q) = (El 9^ 9^)q = K0q (virtual work of boundary

moment error) (Eq. 42)

W V (q) = -(EI Ql 9L )q = K^q (virtual work of boun
dary shear error) (Eq. 43)
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The total virtual work of internal forces (DW) is then linear in q:

DW(q) = Kq = (K^ + .Kg - K3 )q (Eq. 44)

The solution of q(t) and q(t) from Equation (39) is then

(Eq. 46)

The maximum deflection of the free end is found by noting the 

end displacement (q) corresponding to the velocity (q) being zero. The 

approximate solution being complete, the equation residual R(x,t), 

Equation (30), can be generated:

R(x,t) =? Rl + R2 - R3

where Rl = ju, q* 9 (inertial residual)
It 11

R2 = EI q 9 (internal force residual)

' R3 = O' e ^  (forcing term)
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4.3 The Modified Galerkin Method Applied to the Nonlinear Problem.

Solution of the large deflection motion of a cantilever beam by 

the modified Galerkin method proceeds in like manner to that of the 

linearized problem. The integrations performed and the computer pro

gramming is somewhat more complex.

We begin with the equation of motion (21); after substitution 

of Equations (26), (27), and (28), it has the form:

Substitution of Equation (48) into (4?) results in the equation 

residual:

The boundary force residuals are similar to Equations (31) and

3 1'
(Eq. 4?)

where (y) is a nonlinear differential operator operating on y(x,t). 

As mentioned, a one term solution was assumed:

. y*(x,t) = q(t) 9(x) (Eq. 48)

R(x,t) = -jit q 6 - f (q,x) + a e 

where f(q,x) is a result of Fx (y*).

(Eq. 49)

(32) and are obtained from Equations (19) and (25).

Em = M(y*) 

Ey = V(y*)

(Eq. 50.)

(Eq. 51)
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Similarly, the inertia force error is

EIW = "4 9
and the internal force error is

Ejp = -f(cL,x)

The weighted residual condition is:

J ■ R(x,t) 6y dx + Em C- 6 (J)) + Ey 6y = 0

where

6 ({) = S Ctan"1
L I t c lV 2

Sy = (s q) 9
which results in a nonlinear differential equation in q

L ' ^ f L
2I n 9 dx j q +

0 J L 0
J f(cL»x) 9 dx + Em/ (I + qc 

L
- Ey 9, / = I 9 dx (X e’ft

where similarly 
L

M =  ^ 92 dx
0

L

/

(Eq. 52)

(Eq. 53)

(Eq. 53b)

,2

(Eq. 54)

A = Oi 9 dx
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But note that the stiffness term is now a nonlinear function of q, 

Equation (54) has the form

M q + 6 W(q) = A  (Eq. 55)

where
Jj

6 W(q) = J  f (q,x) 9 dx + E^/(l + q2 9* 2 )L - Ey 9^
0

(Eq. 56)

with the initial conditions

q(0) = q(0) = 0 (Eq. 57)

Solution of Equation (55) completes the approximate solution, 

y * (x,t) = q(t) 9(x)

"The corresponding weighted Internal force function is

FYY(q,x) = f (q,x) 9

The virtual work of the internal force error is:

L
WI = J  f (q,x) 9 dx 

0

The virtual work of the boundary moment error is: 

WM = M(y*)/(1 + q2 92 ) x=L

and the virtual work of the boundary shear error is: 

WV = V (y*) 9
x=L

(Eq. 58)

(Eq. 58a)

(Eq. 58b)

(Eq. 58c)
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4.4 Computer Program for the Nonlinear Problem

4.4.1 Nonlinear Program Input and Output

Input and output of the nonlinear program follows that of the 

linear program except for an exact solution. Mode shape changes are 

made in an identical manner. Input of stress constants is required 

for the inverse tangent fit of the true stress-strain relation.

4.4.2 Computational Procedure of Nonlinear Beam Program

The main difference of the nonlinear program is in the compu

tational procedure for q(t). The solution of Equation (55) required a 

numerical approach as a result of the nonlinearity of the virtual work 

term 6 W(q). Referring to Figure 6, a small interval A q  was chosen 

and 6 W was approximated by a straight line within the interval.

6W(q)

Figure 6. Approximation of Virtual Work Function
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6W(q) = Kĵ q + for < q(t) < q1+1 '(Eq. 57)

where

i+1 6W,
A q.

Within the interval q(t) approximately satisfies,

M q  + K^q = A e - ft ± for q̂, < q(t) < qi+1 (Eq, 58)

with the initial conditions at q^

<l(\) = I1 

^Cti ) = Oi

The program steps through the solution. Equation (59), of q(t) 
in this manner stopping the calculation at the maximum deflection.

q(t) = E1 Sin y  ^  t + E2 Cos y  ̂  t + C1 e " ^  + Cg (Eq. 59)
rK.

M

where

C1 = --- , c = - for q. < q(t) < qMp +Ki d 1 1 1+J-

and E1 and Eg are determined from initial conditions at qi . Refer to 

Appendix B for more detail on the nonlinear program.



CHAPTER V: RESULTS M D  CONCLUSIONS

5«1 The -Mode Variation Technique

As mentioned in Chapter II, if the assumed solution chosen for 

the modified Galerkin method is the true solution then the residual, 

Equation (5), will he identically zero. It seems to follow, therefore, 

that the smallest residual magnitude, distributed uniformly over the 

interval 0 < x < L, would denote the best approximation. The "best" 

refers to that which best satisfies the governing equation of motion. 

Four mode shape functions were chosen, three of which could be varied. 

All shape functions were normalized to I at x = L. The functions used 

were:

I) :, O1Cx) = (x^ - 4Lx 3 + 6L2x2)/3Ll1'

2)

3)

4)

which is the static deflection shape of a linearized beam;

X1(X) + a2 X2(x)
62 (X  ̂ = X1(L) + a2 X2(L)

where X1(X) and X2(x) are the first two eigenfunctions, Equa
tion (17a), of the linearized beam motion, and a2 is the vari
ation parameter;

X1 (x) + a X-J2(X)
9 (x) = — ------- 2 1  —
d X1(L) + a3 X1 (L)

and the final shape function used was:

Z1(X) + a^ z2(x)
~ X1 (L) + a^ Z2 (L)
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where

(x) = (x) (the static deflection shape)

and Z2(x) = I - Cos

Shape functions @2 , 9^, and could be varied by variation of 

the constants a2> a^, and a^. Evaluation of the particular shape func

tion was made by the size of the residual and the stiffness of the re

duced system reflected by the magnitude of the maximum deflection.

5.2 Problem Data

The same problem data was used for all runs for uniformity of 

results. Experimental results were not available; therefore an arbi

trary problem was chosen. Figure 7 shows the dimensions of the beam 

used.

Cross Section

Figure ?• Beam Dimensions
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Figure 8 shows the stress-strain relation used. The modulus of 

elasticity of aluminum was used for the linear problem (E = IO^ psi). 

The nonlinear relation used had the same initial slope and an ultimate 

stress of 65>500 psi.

The impulse (l) of the blast pressure was chosen to insure de

flections into the nonlinear range:

P
max 6000 
/3 " 3000 = 2 psi-sec

5.3 Results of Linear Beam Problem

Table I is a summary of maximum end deflection results for both 

the linear and nonlinear problems. The mode shape variation inves

tigation proceeded as indicated by the order in the table.

First, the accuracy of the method was tested. The normalized 

exact first eigenfunction, X , o f  the linear beam problem was used as
' 1

a shape function in the Galerkin approximation. As expected, this 

yielded the true first mode motion:

y(x,t) = X1Cx) T1Ct) + yp (x,t)

Figure 9 compares the Galerkin results of end deflection with the true 

motion, illustrating the results that can be expected from a correct 

choice of the shape function in a one term approximation.



Max. Stress = 65,500 psi 
E = 10? psi

: Strain (in/in)

Figure 8. Stress-Strain Approximation
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Table I. Linear-Nonlinear Comparison of Deflection Results

Shape Function 9 (x) Max. End Deflection
Linear Nonlinear

e(x). Xi (x)/Xi(l) 24.24 31.92

X1 (X) + 0.3 X2 (x) 
" X1 (L) + 0.3 X2 (L) 15-36 14.48

.f  ̂ X1 (X) + X2 (x)
9 x̂) " X1 (L) + X0 (L) 3.62 10.85

X1 (X) + 0.1 X1^ (x) 
" X1 (L) + 0.1 X1^(L) 24.36* 31.38*

X1 (x) + 0.25 x/(x)
9(x) = — -------- ---- -----

X1 (L) + 0.25 X1 (L)
24.12 30.12

X1 (x) + 0.5 X1Z(X)
9(x) = ------------- \ ---

X 1 (L) + 0.5 X1 (L)
23.15 28.05

X1 (x) - 0.2 x/(x)
9(x) = \ ---

X1 (L) - 0.2 X1 (L)
22.91 31.12

9 (X) = X4. - W ,  6 A g 
3L

24.02 32.44*

9(x) = I - Cos (^/2L) 23.81 28.31

Z1 (X) + 5z2 (x ) 
9(x) ' Z1(L) + 5z2 (L) 24.09 29.12

Z1 (x) + Zp (X)
e(x) = j T - ----^ 7-

z. (L) + Zp(L)
24.36* 30.64

* Denotes "best" shape function.



Y(L,t) in.

True Motion

Galerkin Appracimation
(9(x) = X. (x) /X1 (L))

time (sec)

.0016

Figure 9« Approximation of True Linear Beam Motion by the Modified Galerkin Method.
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The beam, though, is not being forced in a manner which results 

in only the first mode motion. It was then theorized that a shape 

function, other than (x), could be chosen which would give "better" 

results. As suggested by Anderson ^12^, a "better” shape function 

will result in a reduced system stiffness, thus resulting in larger 

deflections. The criterion used here to select the best shape function 

was to choose that which resulted in a smaller and "better" shaped 

equation residual. The "better residual" will be defined in this 

Section.

The first attempt at an improvement over was the selection of 

a linear combination of the first and second eigen functions X^ (x) and

X g (x), respectively.

e(x)
X1Cx) + ag Xg(x) 
X1(L) + ag Xg(L)

As the shape variation parameter ag was increased, including more of 

the second mode, the equation residual increased tremendously and 

oscillated wildly over the interval of interest: 0 x 6 L. Maximum 

magnitudes were of the order of IO^ Ibs/in. The system became stiffer, 

resulting in smaller deflections. From the magnitude of the residual 

and the decreased deflections it was deduced that this combination was 

a poor choice and that shape functions similar to X1 (x) would be more

desirable
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Final deformation shapes shown by Bodner and Symonds |̂ 5J sug

gested that a shape having a larger curvature at the wall (x = 0)
p

would be a better.choice. A linear combination of (x) and X1 (x) 

was chosen, namely:

X 1 (x) + a- Xn2 (x)
©(x) = J:------- 3 1 ---

X1 (L) + a3 X1 (L)

Figure 10 illustrates the residual changes resulting from vari

ation of a^. Note that the maximum magnitudes of the residuals have 

been reduced greatly over that of the previous combination. Referring

back to Table I, it can be seen that variation of the parameter a.j
resulted, in one case (a^ = O.l), in a larger deflection than that ob

tained when using only X ^ (x), (a^ = 0). All other variations of a^ 

resulted in smaller deflections.

With the aid of Figure 10 the "better residual" can now be de

fined. As an approximation to the ideal case of an identically zero 

residual, the preferred residual is of smaller magnitude over the 

interval O ^ x  £ L. Thus the approximate solution exhibits less error 

over the interval and better satisfies the governing equation of motion. 

When judging the relative merits of two residuals, the best is that 

which conforms to the definition over a greater portion of the inter

val.
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Ref erring to Figure 10, consider the residuals resulting from 

the variations a^ = 0.1 and a^ = 0.5. The residual resulting from 

a^ = 0.1 has a smaller magnitude than that of a_ = 0.5 over the entire 

length of the beam. In keeping with our definition, the shape func

tion with a^ = 0.1 is then judged as a better approximation. Deflec

tion results showed a„ = 0.1 giving the largest deflection, which wasj . . . .
also slightly greater than that obtained from using X1 (x) or a0 = 0.- ■ I j
It can be seen from Figure 10 that the a_ = 0.1 residual is of smaller

J x
magnitude over a greater portion of the interval than that resulting, 

from a^ =' 0, thus again a_ = 0.1 is judged best. Similar arguments can 

be made for each variation on a^ resulting in a^ = 0.1 as best.

Two shapes, which through physical considerations were chosen as 

being reasonable approximations, were then used giving favorable re

sults. They were the static deflection shape

Z1 (X) x^ - 4Lx3 + SL2X2

and

Zg (x) = I - Cos p̂ r

Figure 11 shows their corresponding residuals.



1200- -
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4 x(in.)L=120

-400..

Figure 10. Comparison of Equation Residuals of the Shape Variation
2

9 = X1 + a^%1 (Linear Beam).
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Figure 11. Residual Averaging —  Linear Beam
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A final linear combination was then used, namely:

9 (x> . ^ (X)
(L) + z g  (L)

Referring to Figure 11, by our definition the above combination with 

= 5 is a better approximation than either or Zg alone. Deflec

tion results show that this combination gives a larger deflection.

Note that the residual resulting from a^ = 5 is approximately 

0.6 of that resulting from Zg(x) alone. This suggested decreasing the 

amount of the cosine function in the combination 9(x). The parameter 

was'decreased to 1.0, resulting in a greatly decreased residual.

Note that the combination of the shape functions resulted in an aver

aging of residuals in some sense. This property, if repeatable, could 

be used to good advantage when attempting to minimize equation resi

duals. Further variation of a^ could result in further decrease of the 

residual. Again large deflection results coincided with the selection 

of a^ = I being best.

It is interesting to note that a maximum end deflection of

24.36 inches resulted from two different mode shapes having differently

shaped residuals. Figure 12 illustrates this point. From our defini-
2

tion the Z^ + z^ residual is better, yet + .1 gives the same 

maximum deflection results. It is speculated that the latter may give 

poorer results for deflections at other points on the beam. Higher
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order deflections such as slope or curvature may not be approximated 

as well, either.

5.4 Results of Nonlinear Beam Problem

In general, results of the nonlinear beam problem followed the 

same patterns as the linear problem, using exactly the same shape func

tion variations. Maximum deflections occurred for different shapes as 

a result of the expected different deflection shape. The overall maxi

mum deflection achieved by mode variation was that of the static de

flection shape whose residual was determined as best according to the 

definition.

Figure 13 illustrates residuals resulting from the variation on 

the.combination

X1 (x) + a„ X12 Cx)
0(x) = J=------- --------

X1 (L) + a3 X£(L)

for the nonlinear problem. Similarly, the variation (a^ = 0.5) giving 
the smallest deflection resulted in the "worst" residual, while the 

variation (a1 = 0) giving the largest deflection of this combination 

resulted in the "best" residual. All nonlinear deflections were larger 

than the linear case. This is a result of the system stiffness de

creasing as deflection increased approaching the fully plastic state 

for the nonlinear problem. This is reflected in the decreasing slope 

of the nonlinear stress-strain relation used.



4 x(in.)

Figure 12. The "Better" Residual —  Linear Beam
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Figure 13. 'Residuals of Variation on + a. —  Nonlinear Beam
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The nonlinear problem exhibited the same averaging of residuals 

from the combination of z^(x) and (x) as the linear problem. This is 

illustrated in Figure 14. Note the small magnitude of the static shape 

residual which gave the largest deflection.

Introduction of the second eigenfunction X (x) similarly gave 

small deflections and residuals of large magnitude.

5,5 Conclusions and Further Studies

.From comparison of the approximate solution of the linearized 

beam deflection to the.true motion (Figure 9)» it appears that the one 
term modified Galerkin solution has merit. Selection of a shape func

tion similar to the first mode shape is preferred. Inclusion of a 

.shape .similar to the second mode shape.is not.. This..corresponds to 

forcing a deflection in the second mode at a frequency near the first 

natural frequency requiring a large amount of energy, thus increasing 

the stiffness of the reduced system.

In both the linear and nonlinear cases, separately, differences 

in deflection results were small between shape functions judged best. • 

Refer to Table I. This suggests that the method is a stable one where 

reasonable shapes will give reasonable answers.

Comparison of the deflection results presented here should be 

made to experimental results. It would be a simple task to modify the 

computer programs to the experimental beam dimensions and cross-
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Figure 14. Residual Averaging —  Nonlinear Beam
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sectional geometry. The "better residual" criterion presented may 

give more dependable analytic results.

The method presented for selection of a best shape function by 

the preferred residual definition also appears to have merit. The 

averaging property of the system residual found in this investigation 

could prove to be valuable if this is a general property. This sug

gests a technique to reduce equation residuals. Two shape functions 

which resulted in reasonably flat residuals, one of positive value and 

the other negative, must first be found. These shapes could then be 

combined in some manner to reduce the residual, as illustrated in 

Figure 11. The large deflections resulting from shape functions judged 

best corresponds to the previously implied shape function criterion. 

That is, the best shape function gives the largest deflection. This 

correspondence strengthens the merit of both approaches.

The similarity of residual properties and deflection results be

tween the linear and nonlinear cases suggests an approach to solving 

nonlinear system models. First investigate a linearized version which 

in'general will have an.exact solution available. Solve the linear 

problem by the modified Galerkin method noting the shape functions 

which give the best results. Use these same functions for a modified 

Galerkin solution of the nonlinear system. If both solutions exhibit 

similar properties, as did the beam problems, it does not seem unreas
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onable to assume that the solution of the nonlinear system will possess 

the same merit.

The shape function selection technique presented should be in

vestigated further to determine its merits in different problems.

Other preferred residual definitions could prove to be more desirable. 

Possibly the minimization of area under the absolute value of the 

residual is more significant. Another possibility is minimizing the 

area under the square of the residual. This corresponds to the method

of Least Squares which is difficult to apply in a nonlinear

case.
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APPEtmH
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APPENDDC A

A-I. Flow Chart of Linear Beam Program•

Perform Integrations
for M and A

Perform Integration 
for K

Read Input Data

Generate Residual 
R(x,t)

Generate

Plot Mode Shape 9(x)
and Blast Pressure

Define Mode Shape 
and Derivatives

Generate Internal Force
Residual FYY

Generate
DW(Q) = KQ

Calculate Exact Solution 
of End Deflection

(51-59)

(200- 206)

(222-253)

(255-316)

(355-410)

(449-490)

(505-543)

(570-675)

(705-1026)

(1100-1430)
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Linear Program Nomenclature

Variable Name Description

AA Augmented Coefficient Matrix, 
Exact Solution

ALPHA " = 1U x d

BETA /5 = Blast Decay Constant

BL L a Beam Length (inches)

EM ' M  = Generalized Mass

C 2C = Height of Beam Cross- 
section (inches)

CAEX Exact Eigenfunctions (x)

D D  = Thickness of Beam (inches)

DD Coefficients of Particular Solution

... DT Time.Increment . (sec)

DQ Deflection Increment (inches)

DEF . Exact End Deflection

E

EP

Modulus of Elasticity

6 = vI V ^ / EI
EPL €(L) L
P P = A = C  ^  9 dx

PT Blast Pressure Function

PMAX Maximum Blast Pressure

QT End Displacement (inches)

QDT End Velocity (in/sec)

QDDT
g

End Acceleration (in/sec )
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A -2. Linear Program Nomenclature (continued)

Variable Name Description

EHO Material Density (lbs/in^)

SK K = Generalized Stiffness

THETA, r 9(x), y(x) = q.(t) 9 (x)

THETAl, YXl
» * 

. G , y

THETA2, YX2
Il . Tl

6 , y

THETA3, YX3
til I I!

8 , y
THETA^, y x4

tin till-
9 > y

U /i = Linear Beam Density (ibsm/in)

X Beam Length Coordinate (inches)

YP Exact Particular Solution
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A~3« Linear Program Listing

MAXHUM DEFLECTION BF A CANTILEVER BEAM UNDER BLAST LOAD MODIFIED GALERKIN METHOD USED WITH LINEAR STRESB'STRMN-RelATIBN AND SMALL DEFLECtIBN GEOMETRY," ' .......* ---
45 DIMENSION %A(SDOf,YA(SOO),YYA(SOD),YYYA(SOO),YBI500),AA(4,5)'DD(4)
46 DIMENSION R(SO),2(50),G(SO),FF(SC) •

CZl(8L,X)"(X**4"4*BL»X**3+6*BL**2*X**2)/3/BL**4 CZll(BL,X)'(X**3"3*BL*X**2+3*BL**2*X)*4/3/BL**4 
CZl2(9L,Xj»4*(X-BL)**2/BL**4 
CZ13(BL,X)"8*(X.6L)/BL**4 CZ14(3L,X)«(8/9L**A)*(X+1-X)
CZ2(BUX)"l-CSSI3,l415923*X/2/BL)CZ2l(&L,X).(3,i4iS923/2/BL)*SIN(3,14l5923*X/2/BL)
CZ22(BL,X)•(3*1415923/2/BL)»»2*C0S{3,1415923*X/S/BL) CZ23(BL,X)*(3.l4l5923/2/BL)**3»SlN(3,1415923*X/g/B[|*(.l)
CZ24(BL,X)"(3«1415923/2/BL)**4*C0S(3,1415923.X/2/BL)«(*l) THETA(BL,X).(CZ1(BL,XH. 0*50.CZ2(BL,X))/(!♦ 0*50) ' " ’
THEtAKBL,'X).(CZ11IBL,X)* 0,50^CZ21(BL,X))/(I* OiSO) 
THETA2(BL,X)«(CZ12(BL,X)+ 0,50**CZ22(Bl,X))/(I* 0*50) THETA3(BL,X)«(CZ13(BL,X)* 0.50#CZ23(BL,X))/(I* §i50) 
THET*4(BL,X)«(CZ14(BL,X)* 0*50^CZ24(BL,X)>/(!♦ 0l56|60 PT(PMAX,BETA,T)"PMAX*EXP(«BETA.T) " ---76 CAPX (Z,*G#Xl. (CBS (Z I*CBSH(Z) )*i(SIN(G#X)-SlNH(CXI)
I -(SIN(2)*SINH(2))i(CBS(G.X)-CBSH(GeX))

100 Y(Q,6L,X)"Q*tHETA(BL,X) " "105 YXl(OiBL,X)-Q.THETAl(BL,X)
IlO YX2(0,6L,X)-QeTHEtAB(BL,X)115 YX3(Q,BL,X)-0eTHETA3(BL,X)
120 VX4(Q,BL,X)-QeTHEtA4(BL,X)125 F(E,C,D,BL,X).2*EeOeC**3*THETA4(BL,X)eTHETA(BL,X)/3 188 Cl(P,ALPHA,BM,BETAJSK)-PeALRHAZ(BMeBETAeeBeSX)190 QT(P,ALPHA,BM,9ETA,SK,T)-Cl(P,ALPHA,BH,BETA,BK)4(BETAeSORt(BMZSK). 
• 'ISl N(SORT (SKZBli j eT)+EXP(-BETAeTT-COS( SORT (SXzSM JeT))192 QDT (P# ALPHA, SM, BETA, SK, T)-Cl (P# ALPHA, BM, BETA,"SKle (BETAetCOs (SORT (S 
‘ IKZBMIeTl-EXPt-BETAeT))*SQRT(SKZBM)eSIN(SQRTtSKZBM)*T7>'195"ODDT(P/AlPAA,BH,BETA,SK,T)i d (p,ALPHA,BM,BETA;SKIeKBETAeSQRT(SK/B 

1 M)#SINtSQRT(SKZBM)IT ).BETAeeBeEXP(IfBETAeT).SKzBMeCOStSQRTtS^BMleT
198^PHI(EP,Dl,D2,D3,D4,C0,X)»EXP(EPeX)e(DleSIN(EPeXl.D2eC0S(EP#X))
‘ "I.EXP(*EP*X)e(D3*SIN(EP*X>+D4*CBS(EP*X))+C0199 YPtEP,Dl,D2#D3;D4,C0,BETA,x:,T)iPHI(EP,Dl,D2#D3#94,C0,X)eExp(-BETA
2C01READ(105,201) E,C,D,BL,RHO,PMAX,BETA 
201 FORMATtZFlOiC) " *' - N-EVEN NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS —  J-S DATA POINTS JN Q
205 IF(E) 2000,2000,266
206 READ(105,207) N#J
207 FORMAT(BIS)
208 PT-3*1415927210 CALL'PINIT’ ' PLOT INTERNAL FORCE FUNCTION FYY(Q,X)211 CALL AXIS(I,6«0,150.,-200.,800.,6,5,4.5)
213 FORMAT(1H1>ZZZZZZ/ZZZZZZZZ28X,!MAXIMUM DEFLECTION OF A CANTILEVER 

*lBfAMVZ28X, !BY: Daniel M, K0SZ0TAIZ34X, tAERBSPACE 5 MECHANICAL E
2NGINEERI\6 DEPT*'Z34X,'MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY#)

215 HRITE(108,216)"BL,C,D,E,RHO,PMAX,BETA216 FfiRM*T(lwi//Z23XiI INPUT DATA: " BEAM LENGTH *'**!'**'* BL-«,FlO 
'1,4Z46X,'HALF BEAM HEIGHT ,,,,. C-',F10,4/A0X,'gEAM WIDTH ********gi,, "D-',FlO*4Z40X,'MODULUS OF ELASTICITY* E.t,El2«4/40X,,MATERIA
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3 L DENSITY....RHe«i,F7.V40X# IMAX BLAST PRESSURE.. e PMAXs I , F8,2/kQ
4X,'BLAST DECAY CGNST,...SETA"I,F8,2/////) '  ..... ..  "

222 DTsO’.OOOl .........227 NPlsN*!
230 w«SL/N"
235 Xl■O»
240 XNsQC 
2*1 OMAX*BL2*2 8MsH«(THETA(BL#Xi)»*2*THETA(BL#XN)*#2)/3 2*3 PsHs(THETA(BL#Xl)♦THETA(BL#XN))/3
2*4 DB 249 K.1,2......2*5 N1CsNiK
2*6 DB 249 LsK,NK,22*7 XsL«H ‘ " '
246 psp*4*HsTHETA(BL# X)/3/K 2*9 BM'sBM*4sH*THETA(3L#X)s42/3/K 
250 DSsQHAX/J "
252 J1#J*1'253 BHsC*0*RH9*BM/l6,085/12,
254 ALPHAsPMAXsO
255 DB 316 L-l>3
260 IF(L-I) 200,270,265 265 IF(L-S) 200,280,290
270 O s D Q .......... .
275 GBTG 295260 Cs(J/6)*DG265 GG TB 295
290 Cs(JA)SDQ
295 DB 310 I,I,NPl
300 XA(I)S(J-I)SH305 YA(I)sQ*F(E,C,D,BL,XA(I))310 WRIT£(108,315) XAtDiYA(I),Q312 CALL PL9TS(I,I,NP1,0,0,150»,-200«,800*,6,5,4,5,XA,YA)
313 IF(L-I) 200,316,31*
31* LKKiL*! -‘ * C ALL" pLG TS (L«, I, NP I,0*0, 150«,-200*,800«,6»5,*»5,XA#YA)
316 CGNTINUE ‘....... * * " .315 FBRMATdOX, »Xs',E12,5,10X, 'FYYs i,E12,5,10X, 'Qs'»El2\i5)
350 wPITEtlOS,351)...............
351 FBRMAT(IHl) '355 SKlsHs(F(E,C,D,BL,Xl)*F(E#C,D,BL,XN>)/3360 DB 380 Ksl,2 -- -
365 NKsN-K
370 Ot 3P0 L"K,NK,2375 XslsH380 SKi,SKl*4*HsF(E,C,D,BL,X)/3/K
400 SK2s2*E*D*Css3*THETA2(BL,8L)*THETAl(BL,BL)/3
*05 SK3S2SEsD*C**3*THETA3(BL,BL)*THETA(BL,BL)/(-3)
410 SKsSKl*SK2+SK3*15 VRITE(108,*16) SKI,SK2,SK3,SK*16 F"RMAT{loXi»Kls'iEl2*5,10X,tK2sl,E12.5,10X,*K3si,E12»5,10X,'Ks',El
_ _  . . —  . — - - «• •  • *  « —  ■ • • -  •12,5)*18 WRITEdOB,*19) SK1,SK2,SK3,SK*19 fGRmATIBX,'w Is«#E12.5,' s Q',10X,«WM«1,E12«5,' f Q', 7X,'Wy'''E12, 
' 15,' s 0«, 7X#IDWs',£12,5,' s QI/////)
**9 JJ2"J/2*1 
*50 DG *80 I si,JJ2 *55 XA(I)S(I-I)SDO
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485
490Sco505

535
540542
643

470 WV»S<3*X*(I)475 YA(I)»SK*XA(I)
480 WRITE!108,481) XA(I),Wl,WV,WM,YA(11
481 fSRMAT(5X,* 0«I,El£«5,5X,»WI-»,El2.5,5X,iWV-I,Elg.S,5X,IWM»1,512.5," 15X, '3'v-',E12.5) * * * * - * *PLOT VIRTUAL'WORK FUNCTION OW-SK-Q 

CALL AXIS(1,3.0, 75.,0,0, 75000.i6.5,4.5)CALL pLOTS(1,1#UJ2,0«C* 75«,0«0* 75000*a o.5,4.5,XA,YA)WRITE(loe,351) ' •
CO 530"1-1,250 610 XA(I)-(I-I)-DT

615 YA(I)-QT(P>ALpHA,BM,BETA,SK,XA(I))
520 YYA(IJ-QDT(Pj ALPHA,BM,BETAiSK,XA(11)
625 YYYAd )-QCDT(p;ALPHA,BM,BETA,S(?,XA(I))
630 WRITEd 08# 531) XA (I ), YA (I), YYA( I), YYYA( I)531 FtRMATtBX,IT-l,El2.5,5X#IQT-I#E12.5,5X,I QDT-I,EJ2.5,5X,IQDdI-'#E12 1*5)

pLOT DEFLECTION QT AND VELOCITY ODT CALL AXIS(I,C.0,0.04,0.0,50.,6.5,4.5)
CALL PLeTS(l,l#25Ci0.0,0.04,0.6,50'.,6.5,4.5#xA,YA)
CALL *XISd,C.O,O.O4;0.Oi25O0.,6.5;4.5)
CALL pLOTSd, I, EBCJC.0,0.04,0,0,2500,,6,5,4,5,XA,YYA)650 WR%TE(108,351) * ‘670 DO 675 L-1,‘3

576 IF(L-I) 200,590,580
680 Ir(L-S) 200,600,610590 T-5-DT ........691 Y"INi-4C0C,YMAX-160001 30 TO 615 * 

t-40-DT TMIN-W400,YMAX-1600i G-'TO 615 
T-IOO-DT 
Yy In — 400.YMAX-160C.Ct 645 I-1,NP1 

620 XA(I)-(I-I)-H
625 T A d )-RH9*C-D-THETA(BL,XA(I))-QDDT(P,ALPHA,BM,BETA,SK,T)Zl93.02 
630 YYA( D-2-E-D-C— 3-fHETA4(9L,XAd))4QT(P,ALPHA,BM7BEtX,Sk,T)
635 YYYA(I J-D-pT(PMAX#BETA,T)640 Y9(l).YA(I)TYYA(DiYYYAd)
645 WpITE( 108,646) T,XA( I), YA(I), YYAd), YYYAd ), YBd )
646 F9RmAT(1x, iT-i,El2«4,3X,fX-•,El2«4,3x,•Rl■•,El2i4,3X»iR2-I,E12.4,"13X,iR3.i,E12.4,3X,Tres-i,E12.5) * - - - - - -  ...... .

PLOT RESIDUAL AND COMPONENTS 650 C*LL AXIS(1,"C.0,150.,YMIN ,YMAX
655 CALL PLCTSll,I,NPliO.0,150.,Ym IN656 CALL pLCTS(3,I,NPl#0.0,150.,YMIN660 CALL pLBTS(I,I,NPI,Oi0,150i,YMIN661 CALL pLBTS(4,I,NP1#Oi0,150.,YMIN 
666 CALL pLBTSd,I,NP1,0.0,150.,YMlN 666 C*LL pLBTS(5,I,NP1#Oi0,150»,YMlN
670 CALL PLOTS(I,I,NPl,O.0*150M Y M IN671 CALL pLBTSO,I,NP1,0.0,150.,YMIN
675 CONTINUE "700 WRITE(108,351)
7CS DB 725" I-IAPl 
710 XA(I)-(I-I)-H

592
595
600601602605
610
611612615

,6.5,4.5)
,YMAX ,6.5,4i5,XA#YA)

,6.5,4*5,XA,YAj ,6.5,4i5,XA,YYA) 
,6.5#4i5,XA,YYA) ,6.5,4»5,XA,yY?A) 
,6.5,4i5,XA#YYYA) 
,6.5,4»5,Xa,YB), 6.5, 4i5, XA, YB)

,YMAX
,YMAX,YMAX
,YMAX,YMAX
,YMAX,YMAX
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720 YA(I)»THETA(BL,XA(I))
725 WRIT£(l08#726) XA(I),YA(I)
726 FBRHATdox; I X«*,'El2.5,10X, 'THETA" 1 ,E12»5)

C ‘ " PLBT'^BDE SHAPE TrtETA(BLzX) ~' 730 CALL AXISd,0,0, 150.,C,0,li25,6,5,4*5)>31 CALL PLOTS (I, I, NP1,'0.0,150»,0.0# 1.25, 6.5# 4,5, XA, YA)
1000 DXA-O.002/50.1005 DB* 1020 I el,Si
1010 XA(I)'(I-I)*DXA1015 YA(lJePT(PHAX,BETA,XA(I))
1020 WRITE(108,1021J I,XA(I),I,YA(I)1021 FBRHAT(35X;*T( «,I2;de*,E12.5,lOX, »PRES( 1,12, D,',E12*5) C ' ■ PLBT'PRESSuRE FUNCTION P(T)'PHAX*EXP(-BETA*T) "

'1025 CALL AXIS(I,0.0,0,002#0.0,10000«;6.5#4.5)
CALL PLOTS(IJI,51,0.0,O»002,0.0,10GOO*,6.5,4.5,XA,YA)

C -  " CALCULATE EXACT SOLUTIONX FIRST'PIND COEFFICIENTS of PARTICULAR SOLUTION 
A A d f D e D  AA(l,2)el«
AA(l,3).li
AA(1,*)•■!•AA(1,5)bo.‘
AA(2,I)*0•AA(2,2)«1•AA(2,3)eO.AA(2,4)el»
OeC*D*RrtO/l93.02 'AA(EfS)*»ALPrtA/U/BET A**2EP"0.5*2,*»0,5*(3*UeBETA**2/2/E/D/C**3)**0,25 
EPL-EPeBL ' * *
EXiEXP(EPL)
EXMeEXP(.EPL)CSeCOS(EPL)' '
SNeSlN(EPL)AAOiD'EXeCS 
AA(3,2)e.EXeSN AAO,3)'.EXMeCS AA(3,4)eEXKeSN 
AA(3,5)eO*
AA(4,DeEXe(CS.SN)AA(4,2)e.EXe(SNeCS)
AA(4,3)eEXRe(SNeCS)AA(4,4)eEXM*(CS"SN)
AA(4,S)eOi 
COeeAA(2,5)CALL SOLTk'(AA,DO,4,5) „ „'• " PRINT COEFFICIENTS OF PARTICULAR SOLUTION S THE PARTICULAR 
SOLUTION EVALUATED AT THE BEAM-END,

1135 WRITEdCS,1136)1136 FORMAT!1H1////20X,‘PARTICULAR SOLUTION'////)
1140 CO 1141 1,1,4 ..... ‘ ........1141 WRITEt 108, fl42) DDD(I)1142 FORMAT(20X>'DD(',Il,•)el,E12.5)
1160 WSITEt108,1136)
1160 DO 1175 IeDESO
1170 YPLeYP(EPfDDtl),DD(2),DD(3),DD(4),CO,BETA,BL,T)

1626

IlCO
1101
1102 
11 Cd llC4lies1106
lie?1108
1109
1110 
1111 
1112 
iiis
11141115
111611171118
1119
1120 
1121 
112211231124
1125
1126 
112? 1130

1175 W0ITEt108,1176) T,YPL n ^1176 P O R M A T d S X f  'Te',E12.5, I OX, ' YP (BL, T); ■' ,E12.5)
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1196 FORMATC1H1////5X,IW (N N )wNATURAL FREQUENCIES!///!C CALCULATE NATURAL'FREQUENCIES BF HOMBGENEOUS SOLUTION 12C0 05*1285 NN»l/50 ' . -r ...
12C5 IF(NV-I) 1500#121C#1215
1616 10*1,91211 35 TC 1230
1215 lF(NN-2) 1500#1220#1225
1226 10*4.67
1221 QO T* 1230
1225 20*llN«-l)*PI1236 IOO
1235 1N"20+(CBS(ZO)+1/C8SH(ZO))/(SIN(ZO)+SINH(ZO)/COSH(Z6)**E)1240 IC.lC+1 ' . . . . .  .... .
1245 6Z*AB9(ZN-Z0)
1260 IF(DZ-LE-S) 1265# 1265# 1255 1255 IF(IC-20) 1260#1265,12651260 20-ZN .......
1251 30 TO 12351265 I(NN)-ZN1270 DZN-Z(NN)-Z(NN-I)
1275 w(NN).SQRT(2*D*C**3*E/3/U)*(Z(NN)/BL)**2 1280 Q(NNj.(U-W(NN)**H-3/2/E/D/C**3)**0i25
1285 HRITE(108# 1266) NN#W(NN)#NN#G(NNj,SIN# Z(NN)#DZ#DJN1286 FORMAT! 2XLW(I#12#M •'#E12.5#5X#'fl('#12#I)-'#El2.5J5x# »Z(i#I2,•).
---lf#El2.5#5X#>0Z-l#El2.5#5X#iDZN-l#El2.5) ' " " ' ............C CALCULATE HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION COEFFICIENTS F(NN)

'1300 WRlTEi108#1361)1301 FORMAT!1H1///20X,"HOMOGENEOUS COEFFICIENTS'///)1305 DO 1355 NN-1#50 ........ ...............
1310 F1-H*(PHI(EP#DD(1)#DD(2)#DD(3)#DD(4)/C0#0i0)*CARX(Z(NN)#G(nN)#0,O) -1+PHI(EP,DD(I),DD(2),DD(3),DD(4)#C0;BL)*CAPX(Z(NW)#Q(RN),BL))/3-"- 
1315 F2-H*(CAPX(Z(NN),G(NN),0*0)**24CAPX(Z(NN),G(NN)»aiT*-2)/3' ' '1320 DO 1345 X-Ii2 . . .  - ............ .
1325 NK-NiK *
1330 OO 1345 L-K,NK,2 
1335 X-L*A1340 Fl-Fl*4-H-PHI(EP,pp(l),DD(2)#D0(3),'DD(4),C0#X)-aApX(Z(NN),Q(NN),X)
1345 F2-F2*4-H-CAPX(Z(NN),G(NN)#X)— 2/3/K 1350 FF(NN)--Fizra - -
1355 WRITE(108#1356) NN,FF(NN)
1356 F6RMAT(20X,iF(f,I2,')-',El2e5)

C---  CALCULATE DEFLECTION (OEF) OF BEAM END USINQ 10,20#30,40,550 TERMS
1380 DO" 1430 1-1,5 - ............ ' '* -• ........... ..
1385 NT-!"'1390 WRITE(108,1391) NT1391 FORMATt1H1///10X# fDEFLECTION OF BEAM END',10X,'USJNgj,13,I TERMS;/
1395 DO 1425 L"l#250
1400 T-(L-I)-DT"
1401 XA(L)-T "1&05 OEF-O.O
1410 OO 1415 J-l,NT1415 OEF-OEF-FF(J)*CAPX(Z(J),G(U)#B U - (COS(W(J)-T)-BKTA-8IN(W(U)*T)/H(J
1420^DEF-DEF+YP(EP,DD( I ), DD (2), DD (3), OD (4), CO, BETA, BJj, T )
1421 YA(L)-OEF ' ‘ ' ' ' " " '
1425 NRITEdOB, 1426) T,DEF1426 FfRMATt20Xi'T.',El2,5,10X,'DEF-',E12.5)
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C SSLUTieN RF SZHULTANeCUS EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION C N ‘NUMBER BF"SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS ' "" - - - - - -
C M NUMBER OF COLUMNS' IN THE AUGMENTED MATRIXC L " N«i ‘...... -
C A(I,U) ELEMENTS OF THE AUGMENTED MATRIClESC I "MATRIX*ROW NUMBER - - - - -
C j MATRIX COLUMN"NUMBERC JJ TAKES ON VALUES OF THE ROW NUMBERS WHICH ARE POSSIBLE PlVOT
C RBWS7"EVENTUALLY TAKING ON TRE VALUE IDENTIFYING TAE"ROW HaVING
C THE LARGEST PIVOT ELEMENT “ ‘ ....* “  ---
C BlG 'TAKeS-ON VALUES OF The ELEMENTS JN the COLUMN CONTAINING 
C POSSIBLE PIVOT'ELEMENTS,"EVENTUALLY TAKING ON THE VALUE-OF TREC ELEMENT USED...............  - ‘ - - -■C temp Temporary name used for the elements of the row selected to •
C BECOME-THE PIVOT ROW, BEFORE TfiE INTERCHANGE "IS MADE............C K INDEX OF A DB LOOP TAKING ON VALUES FRBH I TO-Nln JT IDENTIFIESC THE COLUMN CONTAINING POSSIBLE PIVOT ELEMENTS -' -^  p  ̂   ̂̂ i ** - —  — • ■ 1 • • • • - — •

C AB ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A(I1K)C OUOT" QUOTIENT"A(I,K)VA(K,R)
C X(J) UNKNOWNS OF THE SET OF EQUATIONS BEING SOLVEDC SUM SUMHATIOON BF-Ad,J).X(J> FROM J,I + i TO N ‘C NN-InDEX OF A DB LOOP TAKING ON VALUES FROM I TO N-J ̂p ̂ ^ ̂  ̂ • • • »  • • • • • —  ~ * • • mm * »

SUBROUTINE SOLTN(A,X,N,M)DIMENSION A(N,M),X(N)O N . r  - * * •
D O *  1 2  K U , L  
J J p R *  -  *  -  BIGpABS<A<K,K))KPI.K+1 - * •
D0‘7"liKPl,N ABeABStAd,K))
IF (BIG.AS) 6,7,7 BIG.AB" "  - 
JJiI"CONTINUE
TF(Jj-K) 8,10,8 
D O  9  J e K , M -  *  -
T E M P  e  A ( J J , J }AtJJ,J)e AfK,J)

9 A(KVJ)A TEMP "
1 0  D O * I I  I e K P I > N
"  Quo t'" a (I;k }/a (k,k )

D O ’ I l  J e K P l i M  *11 Ad,J)eA(IiJ).QUOTeAtK,J)
*  D O  1 2  I e K P l i N  . . .
12 A(I,K)eO. *" X(N)eA(NiM)ZA(N,N)

DO 14 NN,1,L'SUMeO,* * *IeN.NN
lpi.I*i DB"13 J"IP1,N13 SUM»SUM+Ad,J)*X(J)14 X(I)i(A(I,M).SuH)/A(I,I)

' RETURN" *" * ' "
END
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1*29 CALL AXIS(I/0*0/Ct04/0»0/50»<6»5/4»5JIJSO CALL PCBTS(l>l#250>0t0/0.0*#0«0/50»#6i5#*t5#XA#YAlIBCO G? TO 20C2000 EN'D

subprograms
BPIPIN BFISL BFlFNSINH SORT BFIS3BPIS6 PLOTS BFIFR

program allocation
EOCeO E EODeO CElleO PiwAX ElSeO BETAE16.C DT E17.C NPlElBeC QmAX ElCeC BMESOeO L ESI.C XESSeQ S ESSeD IESAeO SK3 ESS.o SKESFeO KV E30«0 TE34.0 U EdSeO EPE39.0 CS E3A.0 SNESEeO ZD E3F.0 ICE43eQ Pl E44.Q FS
E47e0 XA 1038.O YAIOoBeO AA IOlFeO DDIOBSeO FF
PROGRAM SIZE ISEB

BFUTF CBS SIN rXPBFIFI BFISF BFIII PlNITSOLTN ABS BFtSX

EOEeO D KOFeO blElSeO N K14.0 jElOeO H 119.0 XiElDeO P IlEeO KESilO DQ 123*0 JlE27i0 LKK KSOeO skiESCeC JJS ESDeO #1ESleO YMtN 132*0 YmAXE36eC EPL K37iO EXE3B.0 CO K3CeO YpLE40e0 ZN 1*1*0 DzE45e0 NT 1*6*0 DeF
ISSFeO YYA 1423*0 YyYA18S3I0 W ISSSifl Z

CA

E10» ElSe ElAe ElEe E24e E29. EgEe E33 e E38i E30i EASe

1617
1**7

PROGRAM END
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Appendix B
B-I. Nonlinear Program Nomenclature

Variable Name Description

A Stress Constant a, Eq_. (23)
APC “1 1Argument of tan , a (j) c. Eq.■(25)

ALPHA a = PmsoD, El  as)
B Stress Constant (psi ^), Eq. (23)

BMKl t)M/ d x, Eq. (26)

BMSl d M/ b x with series for tan
BMX2 32M/ 3 x2, Eq.. (27)

BMX2S ^2M / 3x^, with series for tan ^
BML Moment at X =  L

BMS -I ■Moment with series for tan

BETA
-I

Blast Decay Constant (sec )

BL Beam Length (in.)
C 2C = Beam Height (in.)
Cl, C2 Constants of Eq. (59)

D Beam Thickness (in.)

DT Time Increment

DW Virtual Work, Eq. (56)

DX Beam Length Coordinate Increment, (in.)

DQ Displacement Increment, (in.)

DWN & DWNl SWi & 6Wi+1, Fig. 6
El, E2 Constants of Eq. (59)
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B-I Nonlinear Program Nomenclature (continued.)

Variable Name _________ Description

FYY Weighted Internal Force, Eq.. (58)
FIN Internal Force Error, Eq. (53)

GN Straight Line Intercept Fig.
L

P P =  C 9 dx
0

PHI Deflection Angle (J), Fig. 3

PHIl <J)/ X

PHI2 aV a x2
PHIB a V  ̂>x3
PHIL 6<t>, Eq. (53b)

PT Blast Pressure Function (psi) Fig.

QNT Free End Deflection (in.)

QDNT Free End Velocity (in/sec)

QDDT 2Free End Acceleration (in/sec )

QDOTO Initial Velocity

QO Initial Displacement

EHO
0

Material Density (ibsm/in0 )

EES Equation Eesidual, Eq. (49)

T Time (sec)

9(x), y*(x,t)THETA, Y
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Variable Name Description

THETAl, YXl

THETA2, YX2 *9 j y
THETA3> YXS

Itt it

• 9 > y
THETA4, yx4

H i t  ^.TTtt

9 , y

U Linear Density (ibsm/in)

WI Internal Work, Eq. (58a)

WM Boundary Moment Work, Eq. (58b)

WV Boundary Shear Work, Eq . (58c)
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B-2. Nonlinear Program Listing
C MAXIMUM DEFLECT IGN OF A CANTILEVER BEAM ASSUMING LARGE C DEFLECTIONS'AND A NONLINEAR STRESS-STRAIN RECATJONf ~

45 DIMENSION XAI500),YA(SOO),XXA(SOO),YYA(SOO),XBT9007,YB(SOO)
CZl(BL,X)*(X*«4»4*BL*X**3+6*BL**2*X*«2)/3/BL**^
CZll(BLiX)■{X**3i3*BL*X**2*3*BL**24X)*4/3/BL*»4 CZ12(BL,X)«4»(XiBL)**2/BL*«4 
CZi3(BL,X),8*(X"8L)/BL**4 
CZ14(8L,X)»(8/BL**4)*(X+1.X)
CZ2(BLiX)M-COSI3.l415923#X/2/BL)CZZllBLiX)*(3.1415923/2/BL)•SIN(3.t4l5923*x/2/Bb)
CZ22(BL,x;*(3,l4l5923/2/8L)**2*CBSI3,14l5923#X/3/BL)CZ23(8L,X)*(3.l4l6923/2/6L)**3«SlNl3.14i5923*X/2/BCj»(«l)CZ24(6[.,X) • (3« 1415923/2/8L)**4*C0S(3* 1415923*X/2/BL) 4(*1)
THETA(BL,X)•ICZI(SC,X)♦ 0.50#CZ2(Bl,X))/(V  0.56) ......
THETXl(BLiX)•(CZlllBC,X)4'0.504CZ21(BL,X))/(I* 6.50)THETX2(BL, X) * (CZ12 (BC., X)♦ 0.50«CZ22(BL#X))/(I* SfBOJ 
THETA3(BL,*)"(CZ13(BL,X)+ 0.50»CZ23(Bl,X))/(I* diSOI 
THETX4(BL,X)s(CZ14(BL,X)* 0.50*CZ24(BL,X))/(I* SfBOJ60 PT(PflAX,BETA,T)*PMAX*EXP(.B£TA4T) " -------100 Y(Q,BLiX>*0*THETA(BL,XJ '105 YXl (Qi BL, X) -QMAETAI (BL, X)H O  YX2(3,BL,X)*Q«THETA2(BL,X)115 YX3(3,BL,X)*Q#THETA3(BL,X)120 YX4(3,6L,X)*Q*THETA4(BL,X)125 PRI(Q,BL,X)*ATAN(YX1(Q>BL,X))

130 PHtKQiBL,'X)iYX2{3;BL,X)?(l+YXl(0,BL#X)#*2>
135 PH12(Q,BL,X)*(li+YXitQ,BL,X)*»£)*Y83(Q,BL,X)i£*YXH9,BL»XUYX2(Q,B* ' 1L',X)»*2)/(I*YX1(0,BL,X)*42)4*2 ' "  -- - • •-
l&O PHl3(Q,BL,X)*((l+YXi(Q,BL,X)**2)#*2#YX4(Q,BL,X)p2*(l»YXl(Q,BL,X)** "•l2)*(3»YXl(Q,BL#X)*YX2(O,BL,X)*YX3(0,BL,X)*YX2(Q,BL,X)**3)*8»TXl(D,

28L,X)4#2#YX2(0,8L,X),*3)/tl+YXKQ,BL,X)**2)#*3 "  .... ...145 8MXl(3,BL,X,A,B,C,0)"2*D*PHI2(Q,BLiX)/A**2/B*(A»PHll(Q,BL,x)*C«ATA* lN(A*PHIl(QiB[,X)*C7)/PHIl(Q,6L,X)#43 " "  ' ......
150 BMX2(Q,9L,X;A,8,C,D)*2*D/A**6%B*(PHI2(Q,BL,X)**2*(3*(1+A#A#C*C*PHI
* "ll(Q,BL,X)**2I#ATANTA*PHll(Q,BLiX)*C)"3#A*PHll(Q,BL;*)*Ca2»(A*PHIl(2Q,BL;X>*C)#*3)/PHll(0,BLiX)*i4/(l+A#A#PHIl(0;BL»*)*+a*C*C)+PHI3(Q, 

3BL,'X)«( A-PHIKQ, BL,'X)*C4ATAN(A*PHl((0,BL#X)«Cn;PHllt0,BL,X>¥*3) 
151'ftUPC)*(l/U+APC»42j J*6#l.APC/15*APC*-3/35-APC*45/63*APC#-7^99J '152 S(APC)*l/3-APC4«2/6*APC#*4/7-APc**6/9*APC**8/H .....  *
l53«BMXl*<0iBL,XiA,B,C,DiAPC)*2*D»A#A*C**4*PHI2(Q,Bk,X)**2»R(ApC)/B' •1424D*A*C**3*PHI3(0,BL,X)*S(APC7/B ' ' ....... * *
154"FYS(0,BL,X;A,B,C,D,APC)'THETAt8LiX)»(BMX2S(Q,BL#X,A/B,C»D,APC)4C0S
* ~1 (PHKOiBLiXy)#«2-BMXK0,BL,XiAiB,C,D)#PHI 1(0#BL*X)i9ZN'(2»PHt'(0,BC,2  ̂   ̂  ̂ - - — ' — * • • • * • • * O-

155 FY(Q,BL,X,A,B,C,D)*THETA(BL,X)*(BMX2(0,BL,X,A,B,C,D)«C0S(Ph I(Q,BL,* • I X ) )••B-B M X I (Q,BLiX,A,BiC,D)*PHll(QiBL,X)*SlNT2*pHll*iBLfX);)
160 VL(0,BL,A,B,C,D)*BMXKQ,BL,BL,A,B,C,D)*COS(PHIH,BL»BL))‘'
IfeS BHL(Q,BL,A;b,C,D>*D/B*(C*C*ATAN(A*PHIi<Q,BL,BL)4C)4<XTAN(A*C*PHIK

10,BL,BLDiAiC-PHI HO,BL,BL))/A**2/PHIHO,BL,6L)4*2) " ...170 TH£TAlIBl )"-THETA(Bl,Bl) ' ........175 PHILIO,BL)*THETA1(BL,BL)/(KQ-Q-THETAl(BL#BL)— 2)
186 WV(0,BL,A,B,C,D)'VL(Q,BL,A,B,C,DT-THETAL(BL) "185 WM(Q,BL,A,B,C,D)*BML(0,BL,A,B#C,D)4PHIL(Q,BL)186 SKN(DWN1,OWN,DO)"(DWNl-DkN)ZDQ187 ON(DRNi,DWR,DO,OO)IDWN-Q6-6KN(DWN1#DWN,DO)
188 Ci (P, ALPHAiBH, BETA# DNN1,DWN, DO)-P-ALPHAZtBM-BETA— 2*SKN(DWn1,DtiN,D• ••■- q  ̂   ̂ • • - - - — * — • — —• —' w- —• # • • • » m * w *

189 C2(DWN1,DWN#DQ,00)--GN(DWN1,DWN,DO,OO>/SKN(DWN1#DWN,DQ)
190 El(DWNKOWN,DO,QOiBMiTN,0D5T0,P,ALPHA,BETA)-SINlSQRTTSKN(DwN1,DWN4
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4)) * * — ■ -
191 ES(DWNl,DWN#DOiQ0>BM/IN#OD0TO/P/ALPHA/BETA)iCBS(SORT(SKN(DwNl^DWN. 

iF?!/nMJ,eI ^ ; <00’Cl<P,ALPHA,BM,BE:TA,'DWNl/DWN#DQ)*exPi-BErA«TN).C2(D

192 FIN(0,BL,X,A,B,C,p>. (BmXS(0#BL#X#A,B*C,DIeCOB(pHI(0#BL,

194 BMSl(0#Bl#X#A#B,CfDfAPC)•2*A*C*«3»D*PhI2<OfBLfXJ/B*(I./3#**PC**2/51+APC**4/7*APC**6/9»APC**8/11) " " ....195 FINS(0>BLf Xf At BiC#D,APC)-BMX2S(OfBLfX,AtQ,CtD,ARC >•CBS(PHI(Of BLf X)
l>**2.BM$i<G/BLfX,AfB,CfD#APC)*PHU]Q,BL,X)*SlNTiJ*PHlT0,Bl,xn- - -196 wVS(Qf BLf A#Bf CfOf APC XBMSl (O^BLfBLfAf BiCfDf APC)̂ CBS(PHUOfBCfBL>)!•THETA(BLfBL) * ' ....  ■ •

197 WMS(Of BLf Bi Cf DfAPC)-BMS(B,CfD,APC)SPHIL(OfBL)
2C0 READdCB,201) A,B,C,D,BLfRHB,PflAX,BETA'2CI FBRMAT(8F10«0) ' " ' - - -

W"EVE% NUMBER BF INTEGRATION STEPS J- » DATA POINTS FBr STIFFNESS205 IF(A) 2000f2000#206" ‘ " * " ‘ ° *•“ * * — ......
2C6 READ(IOS,207) Nfj 207 FBRMAT(ZIS)210 CALL PlNIT212 WR1TE(108,213)
213 FORMAT(lHl,/;/////Z///////28X,!MAXIMUM DEFLECTION BF A CANTILEVER 

”lBEAMTZZ28Xf »BYJ DANIEL M. KBS20TA»Z34X,tAEROSRAcE 5 MECHaNTcXl E2MGINEERING DEPT« *Z34Xf IMBNTAfJA STATE UNlVERSItYV) .......3*215 WRI TE(108,216)"BL,CiD,A,B,RHB,PMAXfBETA -----
216 FBRMATt1H1ZZZ23X,I INPUT DATAl BEAM LENGTH BLHfFlO
"I,AZAOXfIHALF BEAm HEIGHT’,Ie.. C"IfFlO.AZAOX,IBEAfTRIDTHiJff 'D -If Flo.4ZA0X# ‘STRESS CONSTANTS ....i Ail# F l O . t / S T X f T " : "3’ B-'iFio,8ZA0X#'MATERIAL DENSITY .....RHB-1,FTVAZAflXfTMAX BLAST P ARESSURE«.iPMAX-l#F8,2ZA0Xf!BLAST DECAY CONST.. W B E T M i i f FBVsZZZZZ)220 WRITE(108#22t) ‘ ~ - - - - -  ......—  ■ — ......

221 FBRMATtlOXf'81,IAX,IWI I,IAX,IWVifIAX,IWMifIAX,IDWifISXflKlZ/)222 DT-OeOOOlr “ —  . . .  - - - - —  *
223 T-0.....22A TNiQ.225 ODBTOpO.
226 OO-Oi "
227 NPl-%+1 
230 H-BLZN *
235 Xl-O.
2AO XN-BL
241 Omax-bl
242 BM6H-(THETA(BLfXl)#«2*THETA(BL,XN)A»2)Z3
243 P-H#(THETA(BLfXl)*THETA(BLjXN))Z32AA DB 2*9 Kil,2’ "  ' ' '245 NK-N-K
246 DB 249 L-KfNK,2
247 X-L-H
248 P-PtA-H-ThETA(BLfX)ZBZK
249 BM-BM*^-h-tHETAtBL,X)**2Z3ZK
250 OO-QMaXZJ '
251 0-0.‘ '252 Jl-J-I
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253 6M"C*D*RH6*BK/16.085/12,254 AUPHAePMAX*D "255 D6 900 Mei,jl
260 APCeA*C*PHIl(QfBLfXl)
261 lF(APC-0,l)'262f262f263
262 FYYeFYS(QfBLfXlfAfBfCfDfAPC)SB TB 26* "
263 FYYeFYCQfBLfXlfAfBfCfD)264 WJeHeFYY/3' ‘ "

XA(l)eXlTAdJeFYY
265 IF(QeAADQ) 267f266#267
266 XRITEdOBf296) QiXlfFYYfAPC267 APC-ABCBPHlKQfBLfXN)
268 IF(A9C-Oil) 269f269f270
269 FYYeFYSlQfBLfXNfAfSfCfDfAPC)

■ 59 TB 271 -
270 FYY-FY(QfBLfXNfAfBfCfD)271 WIeWT+HeFYY/3 ~

‘ X A ( N P l ) - X N
TA(NPi)-FYY

272 IF(QeAADQ) 275f273#275
273 WRITEdOBf296) QfXNfFYYfAPC 
275 DB 299 Kilf2"280 NK-N-K
285 DB 299 L-KfNKf2266 X-L-H - - '
287 APC-A#CBPHIl(QfBLfX)
286 IF(APC-Oil)"2e9f289f292
289 FYY-FYSlQfBLfXfAfBfCfDfAPC)290 Ge TO 293 "
292 FYY-FY(QfBLfXfAfBfCfD)293 WI-WlBAeHBpYT/3/K
' * LPl-L*! .......XA(LPl)-XTA(LPi)-FYY
294 IF(QWAbDQ) 299f295f299295 WRITEdOBf296) QfXfFYYfAPC
296 FCRMATdSXf IQe if El2.5f5Xf ■ X-• f El2.5f 5Xf IpY-»f Elg,5f ?Xf UPc-J#El2,5
299 CCNTIniUE300 IF(M-2) 315f310f3l5
310 CALL AXISdfOiOf 150tf-200,f8CO*f6*5fA»5)311 MSii * - -- - - • -
312 09 T9 32A
315 lF(M-J/6-l) 320f316f320316 MS-3 * '317 G9 T3 32A
320 IF(M-UZA-I) 350f321f350321 MS-A
324 WRITEdOBf998)
325 D9 330 JL-IfNPl
330 WRITEdOBf331) Qf JLfXA<JDfJLfYA(JL)331 F9RMAT(20Xi IG-ifE12.5,10Xf IXVf I2f I)-If ElEiSflOXf 'FTY(UIE^i)-IfEl 12t5)

C PCBT INTERNAL FBRCE FUNCTION,
335 CALL PL9TS(lfIfNPlfOiOfISOif-EOOifSOOtf6,5fA,5fKAfYA)336 IF(MS-I) 2O0f35Of337 - - - ■> --
337 CALL PLOTSlMSfIfNPlf0,0f150,f-200,f800if6,Sf A,5,XAfYA)
350 APCL-ABPHlKQfBLfBL)*C
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IF(APCL-OiI) 351/351/352 
351 WVV-WVS(0;BL/A/B/C/0/APCL) WPA.WPIS (0/ BL/ B/ C/ D/ APCL)' 66 Tfi 353 '* " • *

WVVelSV10/ BL/ A/ B/ C/ D)WPfleWfl (0, BL/ */ 8/ C/ D)DWiWI.WVV+WMM 
StlF-DW/O
^RtTE(108/356) Q/WI/WVV/WMM/OW/STIi FBRMATtAX/5(E12«5/4XI/El2i5)"366 XXA(M)-Q * ‘ "361 TYA(M)-DW 

466 DWNl-Dw 
410 IF(Q)"Si0/510/420 SKB-SKN(DWNl/DWN/DO)

IF(SKB) 566/445/445 
CIeCI(P/ALPHA/BM/BETA/DWN1/DWN/DO)CL*C2(DWNi/DRN/DQ/Q6) .........El-El(DWN1/DWN# DQ/00/BM,TM,QDBTO/P/ALPHA# BETA)160 EL*E2(DWM,OWN,DO,GD,BM,TNI,QD8T0/P,ALPHA,BETA)

465 WRITE(108/466) BM/P,ALPHA,BETA/DWNl/DWN,SKB/'QDBJO/OQ/TN/CI,CL/EI/

353
354
355356

420
430445
460465

466*F6RMAT(//10X,iBM-i,E12i5,10X,tPei,El2,5,10X,;ALPHA-*,E12,5,10X,
I * BET A- !,ElEeSZlOX/ 'DWN1-',E12,5,10X, ’OWN-I/E12*,B, 10X# IS K B - 1/E12.5/ 21 0X/T068T0-1/E12«5 / IOX/ IQ O - I / E12.5/"IOX/IT N - I ;El2.5/l0X, ICl-^ E I E . B3/10X>«C2.l/El2i5;iOX# >E1.I/El2i5/"10X/lE2,t,ElEiSJ . . . . . . .  *'*470 QNT-El-SIN (S Q R f (SKB/BM)*T)*EL*C8S(SORT(SKB/BM)ij)*CI*EXP(wgETA^T)
"QDbT-CI-BETA-2-EXP(•BETA-T)-SKB/BM-(EI-SlNt SORT(SKB/BM)-T)*EL4C0S I (SORT(SKBZBM)-T)) '" ---  - . . I --------'

471" QDNT-SORT (SKB/BM)-(EI-CBS (SORT (SKB/BM)#T)-£L*SJl!( (SORT (SKB/b M)-T) i* ~I-BETA-Cl-EXP(-BETA-T) ' " ' " .......
472'WRITE!108,473) QRT/QDNT/T
473 FBRMATtIOXjfQNT-•/El2e5,IOX/iQDNT-i/E12i5,IOX/«T-f/E12i5)474 IF(TT 475)475,489
475 ONT-Oi"
476 QDRT-Oi
477 IBil 476 IA-I
479 IF(IB-I) 487/480/487
480 XB(IA)-T "
481 TB(IA)-QNT
482 YB(IA*250T-QDNT 
*" XB(IA*250)-QDDT

IF(IA-256) 463/483/545483 IA-IA-I '' "
484 IB-2" "
485 T-T-DT
486 QB-Tb 470487 IB-I "
488 QB TB 485489 IF(QNT-O) 490/490/495 
496 IF(QONT) 550/550/479495 QO-QNT............
SCO GDBTOiQDNT505 TNiT 
510 DWNeOWNl 
SlS GA'Tb 900 545 WRITE!108,5461
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550 4SITE(108,551) ONT/QDNT/T551 FPRMATdHl,/////10X, ' QNT. »,ElS.5, 10X, IQDNT. I ,Elg.5, 10X, IT. i ,E12.5) 555 69 T9 904
660 WRITE(108,561) SKB
561 F9RMAT11H1/////10X*'NEGATIVE STIFFNESS SKB-!,E12,5)565 66 T9 950 900 Q-M-OG1904 WRITE(108,998)
905 DB 906 ML'lfM
906 WRITE!108,907) ML,XXA(ML),ML,YYA(ML)
907 F8RMAT(20X,•Q(I,12,«)»»,E12.5,10X,‘DW(',12,')-l,El2«5)C PLBT VIRTUAL WBRK FUNCTION D'W,

CALL AXIS(I#0«0,75.,0.0,75000«,6.5,4.5)
908 CALL 0LBTS11,1,M,C.0,75.,0.0,75000.,6.5,t,5,XXA#YYA)909 WRITE(108,998)
910 I0-IA-I911 DB 9i3 MN-1,IP
912 IS-MN+250
913 WRITE(108,914) MN,XBTMN),MN,YB(MN),IS,YB(IS),IS,XB(IS)914 FORMAT; 5x>'T(•#13,I)-I,E12.5, 5X,*Q(',13,')•'iEl2.Si 5x,'nOBT;!,! 13, ')-,,El2.5,5X, ' QDfjT ( i,I3, I )-i,E12.5)

C PLOT DEFLECT’BN BF BEAM END Q(T).
CALL aXIS(1,0.0,0.04,0.0,50*,6.5,4.5)
Call PlBTSU,!, IP,0,0,0,04,0,0,50.,6,5,4,5,xB, YB)DB 915 I-1,IP

915 YB(I>»YB(1*250)
C PLOT VELOCITY BF BEAM ENQ,

CALL AXIS(I,O<0,0*04,0,0,2500«,6.5,4.5)
CALL PLBTS(I,I,IP,0.0,0.04,0.0,2500.,6.5#4.5#XB#YB)U-RNB-C-D/I93.02916 DX-DQ920 DS 949 K-1,3921 IF(K-I) 200,922,925

922 T-2-DT
Ymin- 4000.
YMAX-1600C1923 IA-2

984 GP TB 933
925 IF(K-E) 200,926,930
926 IN-IP/2
927 T-E-IM-Dt YMIN-.400,

YMAX-1600.928 IA-IH-I929 19 TB 933
930 T-E-(IP-I)-DT931 IA-IP
932 YMIN--400.

YwAX-1600.933 Q-YB(IA)
934 3DDT-XB(IA*250) 

prS«°T(PmaX,BeTA,T)*D935 DB 943 I-1,J1
936 X-(I-I)-DX937 APC.A-C-PHI1(Q,BL,X)
938 IF(APC-,l) 939,939,940939 F11N-FI NS (Q, BL, X, A, B, C, D, APC)

GB TB 941
940 F!IN.F!N(C,BL,X,A,B,C,D)
941 XXA(I)-U-THETA(BLfX)-QDDT
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942943

944

945

XXA(I*25C>«FIIN YYA(I).PRSPES'XXAII)+XX4(1+250)-PRSXA(I)-X
YA(I)-RES
plot residual and c o m p b n e m s .
CAlL AXISU/C.0/150./YMIN ,YMAX WRITE(103,998 J 
DO 944 I-1,J1 
ISS-1+250
NRITE(108,999) T,I,xA(I),I,XXA(I) -RITE(108,998)
CALL PLPTSd,!,Jl,0.0, 150,,YMIN 
CALL PLOTS (3, I, Jl,0.0,150«, Ym INi DO 945 I-1,J1 
XXA(I)-XXA(I+250)
CALL pLOTSd,!,Jl,0.0,150.,YMIN CALL PLOTS(4,I,Jl,0.0,150.,YMIN CALL PLOTS(I,I,Jl,0.0,150.,YMIN 
CALL PL0TS(5,1,J1,0.0,150.,YMIN DB «46 I-1,J1

,6,5,4.5)

,ISS,XXA(ISS),!,YYA(I)
,YMAX ,6.5,4.9,XA,XXA) 
,ymax ,6.5,4.»,xX,m)

,YMAX ,6.5,4.9,XAiXXA) 
,YmAX ,6«5,4«9,XA,RXX) ,YMAX ,6.5,4*9,XA,TYXj 
,YMAX ,6.5,4.9,XX,YYX)

946 ViPITE (108, 94?) I, XA (I),I,YA(I),T,I A, XB (IA)
947 PBRMATtSX,»X(»,12,d-'/El2.5,5X,'RES(«,12,«)-'/El2*5,SX,«T.«/E12.5 l,5X,'XB(i,I3,i)-),El2.5)
948 CALL PLOTS(I,I,Jl,0.0,150.,YMIN ,YMAX ,6.5,4.5,XAfYA)949 CALL PLOTS(9,I,Jl,0.0,150.,YMIN ,YMAX ,6.5,4,9,XA,YA)950 DyA-SL,J954 WRlTEI108,998)
955 DB 970 I-l,Jl 
9bJ XA(I)-(I-I)-CXA
965 YAd )-THETA(6L,XA(D)
970 WPITE(108,971) I#XA(I),I,YA(I)
971 P5RMATt35X, tX(i,I2#D-i,El2«5,10X, fTHETA(l#I2#llei,E12,5)C PlBT PODE SHAPE.
975 C*LL AXISd,0.0,150.,0*0,1.25,6.5,4.5)976 CALL PLOTSll#!,Ji,u.0,lo0.,0.0,1.2b,6,5,4.5,xA#YA)998 PBRMATUHi)
999 PBRMATdX, ’T-•,E12,4, 4X, 'X(«, 13, •) ■ 1,E12.5,4X, »R1 (1, 13, I)-1 ,E12,5, 

14X,fR2(i,I3,i)-i,El2.5,4X,»R3(',13,')-*,E12.5)1000 OXAeO,002/50.1CC4 WRITEll08,996)
1005 DB 1020 I-I,Si1010 XA(I)-(I-I)-DXA1015 YA(I)-PT(PMAX,BETA,XA(D)
1020 WRITE(108,1021) I,XA(I),I,YA(I)
1021 FBRMATt35X,'Tl*,12,')■•,E12.5,lOX,^PRES(1,12,»)**,E12,5)C PLOT PRESSURE FUNCTION OF BLAST.1025 CALL AXIS(1,0.0,0.002,0.0,IOOOO.,6.5,4.5)
1026 CALL PLBTSd,!,Si,o«C,0«CO2,0»Ofl0000.f6.5,4«5,KA,TA)
1500 Hr TO 200
2000 End
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